Traveling north on Whitney Avenue, turn right into the driveway at the south end of the building, located at 165 Whitney Avenue (Edward P. Evans Hall)

At the keypad in the right lane, enter the garage access code on the keypad.

Follow the far-right lane down to the Visitor Level (Level B) and park in any available space.

(If the metal garage door is down, pull to the left-hand side of the driveway and enter the pre-provided garage access code on the keypad. The second metal garage door on the left should open, then proceed as above.)

The visitor entrance is located at the far-left corner of the parking area and is signed “Caulkins Wing – Elevator A”

Take the elevator to the first floor, turn right as you leave the elevator, and then immediately to your left will be an entrance door to Evans Hall.

Follow the hallway to the end, turn left and follow to the end; the Career Development Office will be on your right.

When driving out of the garage enter the same garage code, followed by the pound sign, to raise the gate arm.

If you have difficulty entering the garage or building, please call 203-432-6000.